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The morning had advanced so far that the sun began to warm
the balloon, and the hydrogen cells, pumped full at night tempera-
ture, became over-inflated. Nobile released gas, and the ship lost
lift. A pull at some cords dumped the contents of several sand-
bags suspended under the cabin, and the handlers' ropes once more
tautened. Everything was ready. The idling engines were shut
down completely; and at 8.55 a.m. Nobile shouted in Italian from
his window: "Let go the ropes!" An instant later Riisen-Larsen re-
peated the order from his side in Scandinavian, and slowly and
without a sound the great airship began to rise.
The morning had brought a flat calm, and our ascent was almost
perpendicular. Nobile dumped more sand, and the movement
accelerated. It was so smooth, so even, as to suggest planetary
motion. We were not rising; we were poised, and the world was
falling away from us as if lowered by hydraulic power. The walls
of the fjord leisurely went downward past us. Familiar faces, up-
lifted toward us, grew indistinct and then unrecognisable. From
behind the fjord mountains rose up, glaciers and infinite snow-
fields glittering in the sun. Kings Bay became a toy town set in an
immense white plain.
Then came a phenomenon for which we were not prepared.
Swarms of gulls and other polar birds flew out from their rookeries
in the cliffs to inspect this huge new cousin of the air. The air
vibrated with thousands of flashing wings and shrill, excited cries.
In the stillness of our cabin we could hear the roaring of the
Josephine Ford far below, as Byrd and Floyd Bennett took off to
bear us company during the first stage of our journey.
We rose above the fjord, and once more the North spread out
under our eyes. The Byrd plane climbed up to us, its engines scaring
away our feathered escort. Signal bells rang, and the engines started.
With the dignity of an ocean liner, the ship came round, headed
for the mouth of the bay. There we turned northward to manoeuvre
for the meridian of the Kings Bay wireless station, which we were
to follow to the North Pole.

